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Renewal of mature industry in an old industrial region: regional innovation policy and the coevolution of institutions and technology

Abstract
The objective of this paper is to further insights on the potentials and barriers for industrial renewal in locked-in regions and industries. To do so, the paper analyzes the Swedish policy program ‘Biorefinery of the Future’ (BioF). This initiative is geared to develop a strong regional innovation environment for forestry-based biorefinery development in the area of Örnsköldsvik and Umeå in Northern Sweden. Theoretically, the paper draws on concepts from evolutionary economic geography regarding path dependence, related variety and lock-in, and combines these with institutional approaches found in science and technology studies to explain disruptive shifts or transitions in sociotechnical systems.

Introduction
Following an evolutionary turn in economic geography (BOSCHMA AND FRENKEN, 2006; BOSCHMA AND MARTIN, 2010; ESSLETZBICHLER AND RIGBY, 2007; MARTIN AND SUNLEY, 2007) there is an increased interest in industrial renewal in the context of regional development (STORPER, 2011; HASSINK, 2010). Since the early 1990s there has been an ongoing engagement in the subdiscipline with the particular problems, challenges and strategies of old industries and old industrial regions (HASSINK AND SHIN, 2005; HUDSON, 1989, 2005). In this significant body of work there has been a particular focus on how such industries and regions may, or may not, be able to break out of locked-in paths of development by pursuing innovation and new technological pathways. More recently this debate has gained further momentum through the introduction of the concept of related variety (FRENKEN et al., 2007). Instead of juxtaposing regional specialization versus regional diversity as guiding principles for economic development, it draws attention to the economic importance of bringing different but complementary pieces of knowledge together. More specifically, it offers a new way to consider opportunities of regions to diversify into new industries and, thus, to contribute to dynamic processes of economic renewal (ASHEIM et al., 2011).

At the same time, various scholars have articulated the critique that an overriding focus has been attributed to microlevel firm routines in evolutionary economic geography at the expense of other actors and institutions (such as the state) (MORGAN, 2012). This reflects a more fundamental concern about how to combine and relate overlapping economic, institutional and political approaches in the context of evolutionary economic geography. Departing from institutional economic geography, GERTLER (2010) asserts that there is a need to better understand processes of institutional evolution and change over time in light of regional economic change. This requires a multilevel perspective, paying close attention to both agents (firms, individuals, organizations, consortia etc) and structural factors (institutions, sectoral, national and regional conditions).
The objective of this paper is to further insights on the potentials and barriers for industrial renewal in locked-in regions and industries by building on a combined institutional-evolutionary approach. To do so, the paper analyzes the Swedish VINNVÄXT program 'Biorefinery of the Future' (BioF). VINNVÄXT is one of VINNOVAs (the Swedish Agency for Innovation Systems) regional support programs with the aim to promote sustainable regional growth by developing internationally competitive research and innovation environments in specific growth fields. More specifically, the BioF initiative is geared to develop a strong innovation environment for biorefinery development from raw materials provided by forests in the area of Örnsköldsvik and Umeå in Northern Sweden. The forest industry is a traditionally important and sizeable industry in this region in terms of employment opportunities. However, due to shrinking global demand for paper products and tightening global competition, scarcity and increased prices of forest raw materials, and increased requirements on more sustainable production methods, the industry is facing challenges to remain competitive. Therefore, the industry is seeking alternative ways to extract greater value from biomass, while at the same time reducing its waste and pollution. A biorefinery can be seen as a platform technology that integrates biomass conversion processes and equipment to produce environmentally friendly fuels, power, heat, and value-added chemicals from biomass within one single facility. Instead of primarily using the forest biomass (i.e. lignocellulose) for the production of paper pulp, biorefinery technologies allow its conversion into high value fuels such as ethanol, green chemicals, feedstock, substances for the building industry, viscose for clothing, or ingredients for the food and pharmaceutical industry; being heat a sideproduct in the production process. As such, the biorefinery concept offers a possibility for forest related industries to increase its efficiency and diversify into different markets by also establishing linkages to other industries and, in doing so, to potentially contribute to their renewal. The BioF initiative can therefore be seen both as an attempt to address regional lock-in but also, and more importantly, as a way to promote renewal of industries which, if successful, would have far reaching (environmental and economic) positive impact also beyond the region in which it is set up.

From an evolutionary economic geography perspective, the BioF initiative thus makes a relevant and interesting case to study the emergence of novelty in the context of a mature industry as well as renewal of an old industrial, peripherally located, region. The initiative pertains to a large extent to the introduction and bridging of new scientific and technological knowledge into what is considered by many as a conservative and riskaverse industry, located in an area where traditional forest related industries such as pulp & paper to a large extent have defined the economic identity of the region. Previous studies have shown that there has been a fair deal of resistance in the forest industry against what is considered to be a radical and disruptive technological pathway (LAESTADIUS, 2000; OTTOSSON, 2011). As such, it makes an interesting case to question:

How can a regional innovation support program (i.e. VINNVÄXT), and its efforts to foster the adoption of science-based knowledge creation and exploitation, contribute to the renewal of mature industries? How is such ability conditioned by territorial and industry specific socioeconomic factors (i.e. the regional and industrial context)?
The active engagement and involvement of policy and public authorities in BioF opens up for both an evolutionary and institutional perspective on industrial and regional renewal. To cater for a joint evolutionary and institutional perspective, the paper draws on a theoretical framework that borrows concepts from evolutionary economic geography regarding path dependence, related variety and lock-in, and combines these insights with institutional approaches to science and technology studies concerning the coevolution of technologies and institutions in light of disruptive shifts or transitions in sociotechnical systems (GEELS, 2002, 2004; TRUFFER and COENEN, 2012).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the theoretical framework of the study, drawing on literature on industrial and regional path dependence, knowledge complementarities, and sociotechnical transitions. Section three provides a short outline to the research design and methods applied in the study, followed by the empirical case study and analysis in section four. The paper ends with conclusions and suggestions for future research.

**Theoretical framework: path dependence, knowledge complementarities and sociotechnical transitions in old industrial regions**

As the focus of this paper concerns deals with mature industries in a region facing severe challenges for future economic prosperity and growth, the theoretical discussion departs from the existing literature on old industrial regions and the debate concerning path dependence and technological lock-in. Three related but different dimensions of lock-in are usually highlighted in the literature: functional, cognitive and political (GRABHER, 1993). While the first dimension primarily addresses problems related to value chain organization and network formation, the second and third take a broader societal focus by addressing challenges not directly under control of single actors or groups of firms. Cognitive lock-in, as well as strategies to address its possible resolution, has been dealt with extensively in the field of economic geography the past half decade, giving rise to concepts like skill relatedness and related variety (FRENKEN et al, 2007). The framework of this study draws partly on that literature. However, to address other dimensions of lock-in, including political, the framework includes a cognate evolutionary field of research, namely that of transition in sociotechnical systems (GEELS, 2002). Through its so-called multilevel perspective, this body of work has provided compelling narratives on the obduracy of incumbent technologies and institutions and the related challenges for novel, pathbreaking technologies to break through.

Regional challenges to industrial renewal

In economic geography, industrial renewal has been discussed intensively in light of the challenges faced by old industrial regions. These types of regions are typically overspecialized in mature industries experiencing decline. TÖDTLING and TRIPPL (2005) provide a stylized ‘problem description’ of the regional innovation system found in these regions. Innovation activities in old industrial areas often follow mature technological trajectories mainly of an incremental character. Efforts to introduce radically new products into the market tend to be limited compared to process optimization and other efficiency-oriented activities. Even though, as TÖDTLING and TRIPPL (2005) observe, the region may have a highly developed and specialized knowledge generation and diffusion system, this is usually oriented towards the traditional industries and technology fields. Moreover, small firm innovation and entrepreneurial activity tends to be low given the dominance of larger firms, incumbent to the established and mature industrial and technological specialization. Examples of old industrial regions are frequently found in regions specialized in heavy industries like the Ruhr area in Germany (GRABHER, 1993), the North East of England (HUDSON, 1994; COENEN, 2007) or Wales (MORGAN, 2012). It is interesting to note in the context of this paper, that these regions are also well-known for being sites with severe difficulties dealing with waste and pollution (such as e.g. carbon emissions). On a general level, the problems of old industrial regions can be characterized as suffering from lock-in (HASSINK, 2010).
The notion of lock-in is defined by MARTIN (2010, p. 3) as “the idea that the combination of historical contingency and the emergence of selfreinforcing effects steers a technology, industry or regional economy along one ‘path’ rather than another”. Here, it is important to note that lock-in does not by default need to have a negative impact on the regional economy. Strong specialization in specific industries is a classic feature of clusters and regional competitive advantage (PORTER, 2000). Lock-in becomes problematic when its direction steers to (over)specialization in longestablished technologies and industries with little scope for further economic exploration of knowledge while, often simultaneously, curtailing efforts by novel industries or technologies to emerge and develop.

As TÖDTLING and TRIPPL (2005) acknowledge, actual regions may face a mix of regional innovation systems deficiencies (failures) as suggested in their typology. While the notion of lock-in provides an important concept to analyze (barriers to) renewal of industry in a region, we therefore also draw partly on a second type of ‘problem description’ related to regional innovation systems, namely that of ‘peripheral regions’. Given the location of the BioF initiative in the Northern, thinly populated part of Sweden, it is reasonable to assume that the region also faces challenges related to peripheral regions. A main characteristic of many peripheral regions is that important regional innovation system conditions are poorly developed due to ‘organizational and institutional thinness’. Similar to the old industrial region typology, the emphasis is on incremental innovation and on process innovations. But now, the main explanation for a lower level of innovation activity is tied to a low level of clustering and agglomeration as well as a ‘thin’ and less specialized structure of knowledge suppliers, technology transfer organizations and educational institutions.

Knowledge complementarities and strategies to address lock-in
Previous studies of the forest related industry in Sweden provide ample evidence of cognitive lock-in. The work by LAESTADIUS (2000) draws on concepts from evolutionary economics, i.e. technological pathways and discontinuities, to analyze the adoption of scientific knowledge and technology in the pulp & paper industry. The study concludes that, in contrast to information and communication technology, biology and biotechnology is the exception rather than the rule in wood transforming activities all over the world. The industry is dominated by large plants and large machinery systems which have a low flexibility to face demand for new products and processes. On the one hand, this has facilitated a relatively quick adoption of information technology, arguably a preceding general purpose technology that has the potential to fundamentally transform industry, through advanced process automation allowing for an enormous increase in speed, precision, paper quality and environmental performance during recent decades. On the other hand, LAESTADIUS (2000) argues that this has created institutionalized rigidities in agreed or de facto standards and qualities that form the cognitive context for engineers working in the industry. As a result, biotechnology was to a much lesser extent considered compatible with existing technologies and production processes.
More specifically, LAESTADIUS (2000) explains the discrepancy between the adoption of ICT and biotechnology on the basis of cognitive traditions. He notes that the pulp & paper industry is characterized by a synthetic mode of knowledge production (see also MOODYSSON et al., 2008). Whereas ICT builds on a more or less similar engineering rationale, biotechnology is fundamentally different in that it draws on an analytic (or science-based) mode of knowledge production. Whereas previous studies have emphasized the importance of absorptive capacity in (mainly quantitative) terms of R&D activity and level of education at the receiving end, the above findings also point to the qualitative nature of absorptive capacity. Due to cognitive differences with their prevailing worldview on what constitutes valuable knowledge, biotechnology has simply been ignored by the majority of paper and pulp engineers for many years. It should of course be noted that the empirical data that fed into the study by Laestadius is somewhat dated, but it helps to qualify what is meant by cognitive path-dependency and lock-in in the context of the forest industry.

This account puts a more nuanced perspective on the possibilities for knowledge spillovers between firms with complementary knowledge bases and competences. According to ASHEIM et al’s (2011) constructing regional advantage perspective, economic renewal of regions depends on their ability to diversify into new applications and new sectors yet building on their current knowledge base and competences. Drawing on NOOTEBOOM’S (2000) concept of optimal cognitive distance, they argue that regional specialization in technologically related sectors is more prone to induce regional innovativeness rather than regional diversity or regional specialization per se. While the combination of different knowledge bases between firms and industries of related variety may indeed give rise to regional branching processes, and thus to regional diversification, there may also be considerable barriers to such processes due to existing lockins to prevailing knowledge bases. The case in focus in this study, BioF, displays potential for exploiting such related variety through combining the knowledge bases of forestry, energy and specialty chemicals industries with each other, with scientific knowledge bases of biotechnology, and with new forms of engineering based skills. While the forest and energy industries have been related for a long time, the specialty chemicals industry and biotechnology have (re)entered the scene during the last decades when new enzyme based technologies made it possible to degrade forest raw material into finer components and extract more value instead of just burning the waste. Examples of products (innovations) based on such processes are new environmentally friendly plastic materials and textiles based on cellulose instead of oil.
Sociotechnical challenges to industrial and regional renewal

In the past decade, the literature on sociotechnical transitions has made a considerable contribution in understanding the complex technology-related shifts considered necessary to prepare and adapt societies in terms of (primarily ecological) sustainability imperatives (ELZEN et al., 2004; SMITH et al., 2005). Transition is here understood as transformative changes or ‘system innovations’ in distinctive sociotechnical systems that consist of technological artefacts and their organizational, institutional, infrastructural and user-related aspects (RIP and KEMP, 1998; GEELS, 2002). The main focus of transitions of sociotechnical systems is to analyze formation and transformation processes in relation to disruptive, pathbreaking technological change. This body of research has its roots partly in evolutionary economics and partly in constructivist approaches to technology. In its conceptual vocabulary it draws considerably on processes of variation, selection and retention to explain technological change (NELSON and WINTER, 1982) while it at the same time emphasizes the social construction of technology and technological systems (PINCH and BIJKER, 1987). This literature has made a significant contribution in both academic and policy circles concerning a carbon lock-in to present fossil fuel-based energy and transport systems due to persistent market and policy failures that inhibit the diffusion of low-carbon technologies despite their apparent environmental and economic benefits (UNRUH, 2000). It suggests that incumbent sociotechnical configurations exhibit strong path dependencies beyond increasing economies of scale due to aligned and locked-in use patterns (DAVID, 1985), standards, infrastructures and institutional structures (GRANOVETTER and MACGUIRE, 1998). At the same time, the sociotechnical configuration around emergent technologies is regarded as more fluid and less aligned: technologies need to improve in performance and costs, use patterns and user preferences have not taken definitive form and institutions governing the use and impact of the technology are not yet fully developed (see also CALLON, 1998 and DOSI, 1982).

Proponents of sociotechnical systems have in fact criticized the innovation systems approach for over-emphasizing the producerside of technologies and putting an analytical premium on firms and successful technologies at the expense of the adoption and usesides as well as the potentially transformative impact on society well beyond the economic sphere (GEELS, 2004; STIRLING, 2011). The main strength of the sociotechnical system framework lies in its ability to conceptualize transformative technological change based on detailed historical accounts of technological (trans)formation processes in e.g. hygienic reform of waste water disposal in late 19th century Netherlands (GEELS, 2006), the transition from horsedrawn carriages to automobiles in the US 1870-1930 (GEELS, 2005) and the recent emergence of renewable energy in the Netherlands (VERBONG et al., 2008). Long periods of relative stability and technology optimization are followed by relatively short periods of structural change and technological upheaval (ANDERSEN and TUSHMAN, 1990). One can identify strong parallels between these historical examples and the current shift taking place in the intersection of the forest related, energy and specialty chemicals industries dealt with in this paper. A shift, or transition, takes place where existing structures are changed and/or broken down and new ones emerge. Even if oil probably will continue to be the dominant raw material for energy and chemicals productions for decades to come, there is not much doubt that a radical shift will come sooner or later, neither that more incremental transitions already are taking place, the BioF being one illustrative case. Such a shift will have far reaching implications for the entire industrial structure, not only regionally but also on a global scale.
Framework for analysis: a multilevel perspective to renewal

Within the literature on sociotechnical systems, the so-called multilevel perspective has been highly resourceful in explaining this dynamic process of change in a way that does justice not only to the structural inertia of technological change but also to the sudden discontinuities when radical novelty emerges. The multilevel perspective differentiates between landscapes, regimes and niches as three different levels through which transitions evolve. A central tenet in the framework concerns the stabilizing influence of a sociotechnical regime on innovation dynamics and technological change. Here, a regime is defined as “the coherent complex of scientific knowledge, engineering practices, production process technologies, product characteristics, skills and procedures, established user needs, regulatory requirements, institutions and infrastructures” (RIP and KEMP, 1998, p. 338). The ‘structuration’ of this complex is high, providing stable rules and coordinating effects on the actors that are implied by the regime. By its very nature a regime seeks to retain its configuration, allowing only for incremental, pathfollowing innovation that ‘resists’ the broad, transformative and structural change implied by a transition. Regime pressure or selection provides an explanatory framework for technological lock-in (UNRUH, 2000) or the prevalence of sustaining innovation. Conversely it can be used to identify barriers to disruptive innovation.

For the purpose of identifying a number of concrete regime-based barriers to emergent disruptive technologies, KEMP et al. (1998) have singled out the following factors: (1) technology and infrastructure factors, (2) government policy and regulatory framework, (3) demand factors, (4) production factors, and (5) undesirable societal and environmental effects of new technology. One of the hallmarks of the regime notion is that it emphasizes how different factors are interrelated and mutually reinforcing, thus strengthening its stabilization effects. But for explanatory purposes it makes sense to first disentangle the different factors and discuss their effects respectively.

Technological and infrastructure barriers concern the relatively suboptimal performance of new technology in terms of user functionality as well as the need for facilitative, complementary technology or supporting infrastructure that perhaps is not available yet or expensive to use (UTTERBACK, 1994). Often new technology does not diffuse into large scale application until a dominant design is established, allowing for economies of scale. Government policy and regulatory frameworks may be a barrier in case they provides unclear or contradictory signals concerning the need for specific new technology. When there is no clear future vision that helps guide technology developers, entrepreneurs and investors this creates disincentives for further investment. In terms of demand factors, KEMP et al. (1998) refer to persistent values and attitudes among manufacturers and consumers that reinforce the familiar and eschew unfamiliar alternatives. This relates also to economic barriers on the demand side vis-à-vis prospective users’ preferences, risk aversion and willingness to pay for new technologies that have not proven what they are worth (KEMP et al., 1998). On the production side, potential barriers exist in the form of sunk investments and existing competences in established production facilities which may constitute an important impediment for firms to invest in setting up a technical and organizational production structure for a new technology from scratch. Finally, it is possible that new technology may solve certain problems (e.g. in terms of environmental performance) but at the same time give rise to new ones. Such backlash problems may frustrate the introduction of a new technology or in the worst case annihilate its chances for commercial success. The recent food for fuel discussion serves as an example of this.
The second level in the multilevel perspective, i.e. ‘niches’, acts as ‘incubation spaces’ for radical pathbreaking innovation yet immersed in uncertainty and experimental disorder. These are “protected spaces in which actors learn about novel technologies and their uses” (GEELS, 2002, p. 365) and that nurture novelty creation and protect radical innovations against mainstream market selection. RAVEN (2005) makes a distinction between market and technological niches. Market niches can be seen as new application domains, understood as selection environments that employ different selection criteria or have substantially different resources to deploy compared to mainstream markets (LEVINTHAL, 1998). These differences may in turn give rise to the development of a new technology trajectory. RAVEN (2005) remains critical of the dominant focus on the demand side and, instead, conceptualizes niches as being situated between variation and selection environments, thus stressing the interplay between technology generation(s) and its application(s). The approach by which niches are purposefully nurtured to induce regime shift is called strategic niche management. KEMP et al. (1998, p. 186) define it as “the creation, development and controlled phaseout of protected spaces for the development and use of promising technologies by means of experimentation”, with the aim of both learning about the desirability of the new technology and enhancing the further development and the rate of application of the new technology. RAVEN (2005) mentions three key processes in such experiments for successful niche formation: (1) network formation, (2) alignment of expectations and (3) collective learning.

Network formation refers to the development of a heterogeneous but stable network of actors in the experiment (producers, users, regulators, societal groups, etc). Social networks are considered important because they provide necessary resources, sustain development, carry expectations, articulate new requirements and demands and enable learning and diffusion of lessons and experiences between actors. HOOGMA et al. (2002) argues that two network characteristics are of crucial importance for niche formation, membership and alignment. The membership of the network requires a careful balance between the interests of various stakeholders. Dominance of established firms may lead to prevalence for incremental, pathfollowing innovation because their activities are structured by the dominant regime. On the other hand, established firms have the resources needed to maintain niche development even when short term market value is absent. Alignment of expectations entails the development of similar, or at least converging expectations about the experiment in order to provide the legitimacy for actors to invest time and effort in a new technology that does not yet have any market value. In the beginning, expectations around a technology may diverge considerably among different stakeholders. Through experimentation, these expectations may start to align which further reinforces the development path of a technological trajectory. Learning processes take place that align the technical features of the niche experiment with its social dimensions (e.g. regulation, user preferences) and that induce the actors to reflect about their underlying norms and values about the niche experiment. HOOGMA et al. (2002) distinguish various aspects of collective learning, such as technical learning, policy learning, learning about user characteristics and demand, learning about production aspects and maintenance to facilitate largescale diffusion, and learning with regard to safety, energy and environmental aspects of the technology.
Finally the landscape level represents the exogenous environment that influences both regimes and niches. In the literature, the landscape has been defined as “... set of heterogeneous factors, such as oil prices, economic growth, wars, emigration, broad political coalitions, cultural and normative values, environmental problems.” (GEELS, 2002, p. 1260). Even if seen as exogenous, i.e. largely beyond the influence and control of single actors or groups, the landscape thus strongly influences the preconditions for success or failure of regime transformation (or conservation) and strategic niche management. As will become evident in the remainder of this paper, one can hardly study transformation of the forest related energy and specialty chemicals industries without paying close attention to some of these, oil prices and environmental problems being two of the most obvious. Thus, to sum up, the multilevel perspective, as adopted in the present study, should be seen as an attempt to embrace the interplay of stabilizing and conditioning mechanisms at the regime and landscape levels combined with the emergence of new routines and modes of organisation at the niche level. While the approach has received critique for being largely aspatial, this paper follows TRUFFER and COENEN’S (2012) suggestion to embed the geographic context in the analysis.

**Research design and methods**

The following sections of this paper will use the BioF initiative in northern Sweden as an illustrative example of strategic niche management in a regional context, identifying a range of factors that serve as barriers and enablers for the adoption of biorefinery technologies for the renewal of the forest related industries in the region as well as in more general terms. Not only factors internal to the initiative itself are addressed, but also specific characteristics of the regional context (its location, industrial composition and history) and characteristics of its target industries (knowledge complementarities, geographic distribution of actors and activities, and the current and historical situation with regard to institutional aspects such as regulations, norms and conventions related to innovation and renewal). The analysis is based on a combination of qualitative research methods; document studies and personal in-depth interviews with key stakeholders being the two dominant data sources. Previous research on these and similar industries are used as reference cases, while primary data collection has been focused on publicly available documents such as websites, annual reports, strategy documents and publicly commissioned evaluations. A total number of 20 semistructured interviews with representatives of the initiative and its target industries were conducted. The group of respondents includes representatives from the public sector (policy makers) as well as universities and industry. Eight interviews were conducted in October 2008 when the initiative in its current form was recently launched. Six more interviews were conducted in January 2012. While the first interviews primarily aimed at collecting information on the industries, the initiative and the various challenges that served as main rationale for the initiative, the second round of interviews focused more explicitly on activities, outcomes, and remaining problems/deficiencies. In addition to those interviews, which explicitly dealt with the initiative and its target industries another six interviews were made with actors doing research on or representing the industries but with no specific stake in the initiative as such. These interviews, carried out in the period March/July 2009, are used primarily for reference and crosscheck purposes. The interviews revealed broad agreement between the interviewees’ views with regard to the research questions studied in this paper.
Analysis

History of the regional forest industry
Forest related industries have been important for the northern part of Sweden and the Örnsköldsvik area in particular, since the late 19th century. Its main products have been paper and pulp, with energy production from less refined parts of the raw material being an important sideproduct. The production of chemicals, chlorine and ethanol entered the scene in the 1930s when the region’s leading pulp & paper company established what can be seen as an early version of what today would be described as a biorefinery. This was part of a strategy of self-sufficiency as a response to trade blockades during the Second World War, which led to a shortage of chemicals in Sweden. In the post war years chemical production relocated to the west coast of Sweden, due to its proximity to major international ports, which was of strategic importance for the petrochemical industry. The forest industry in the north returned to, and further strengthened, it’s specialization in pulp & paper production, with less emphasis on taking care of residual chemicals in its production. While the regional forest industry invested a lot of resources in R&D since the 1940s, the vast majority of these resources followed the dominant technological paradigm focusing on incremental quality improvements and process efficiency. Until the 1980s production was almost entirely based on traditional (and environmentally polluting) techniques for dissolving cellulose using high temperature and high pressure processes technologies drawing on (sulphite or sulphate) chemicals. Technological challenges, particularly in connection to dissolving lignocellulose, combined with a conservative culture in the industry and little openness to renewal in general, served as one of the main lock-in mechanisms for the industry during the 1990s (LAESTADIUS, 2000). However, new scientific and technological breakthroughs in life science made it possible to start experiments with dissolving cellulose applying alternative technology (i.e. enzyme based biotechnology processes) in the mid 1990s, and one of the paper mills of the region was among the few actors worldwide entering into this field. At this time, however, other factors than technological breakthroughs and an awakening openness to renewal served as major drivers for change in the regional industry. These are outlined in the remainder of this section.
Reorganization and industrial transformation

In the mid1990s, the regional forest-related industry experienced encompassing transformation, primarily due to new international competition following globalization processes. Not only did high volume production functions leave the region as a result of rationalizations following mergers with multinationals, but also, and more importantly, knowledge intensive research and development were relocated from the region. The situation became severe in 2000 when one of the large paper producers in the region, which already had restructured a large part of its R&D due to a merger with another large Swedish firm in the mid1990s, was acquired by a Finnish multinational company. A substantial decrease of R&D investments and activities in the area was expected, as the mother company gave priority to units located in Finland and abroad. As a response to this threat, an independent research unit was spun off. The rationale was to retain regional demand for qualified labor and cutting edge R&D competences in light of increased offshoring of research activities. This spinoff proved to be a key factor for the future development of the forest-related industry in the region, not the least since its founders already from the start made sure to establish a ‘neutral’ ownership structure, allowing for multiple companies to use the facility on equal terms (PETERSON, 2011). This spinoff R&D firm is today one of the core actors of the BioF initiative.

In parallel to this development towards reorganization and relocation of production and R&D activities, four other, more industry specific, interrelated processes contributed as drivers of industrial transformation, and for the site in Örnsköldsvik in particular. Firstly, there was an overall absolute decrease in global demand for paper and a shift in demand patterns towards more fine quality products at the expense of high volumes. Secondly, there was a scarcity and increasing prize of forest raw materials. Despite the fact that large parts of Scandinavia and neighboring regions are covered by forest, there is insufficient supply of raw materials with suitable characteristics for these processes. Thirdly, environmental regulations increased taxes on disposal which forced the industry to make efforts to refine its waste into products. Fourthly, the development towards what is sometimes referred to as ‘peak oil’ accentuated (i.e. the point in time when the maximum rate of global petroleum extraction is reached, after which the rate of production enters terminal decline). These external, landscape processes trigged two main reactions in the industry and region. Firstly, it became obvious to the companies (i.e. pulp & paper producers) that they could not continue with their current technologies, only using approximately 40 percent of the raw material for value creation while burning the remainder as waste. Also the deposit of waste, in particular sludge, became too expensive and was a driving force for the industry to extend its value chain. Secondly, and strongly related, they realized that they had to diversify their product portfolios even more to get higher value out of their processes. This was manifested in attempts to reintroducing the diversification of the 1930s, but now with modern technologies. In addition to bioethanol and specialty chemicals (e.g. various plastic products), high quality viscose became a new important market area. The actors at the site also joined forces to create a shared system of energy, water and waste management, which contributed both to environmental and economic efficiency. These adoptions can be seen as new routines and modes of organization at a niche level, triggered by exogenous forces on the industry. Moreover, they were clearly conditioned by the collocation of actors in one historically and geographically bounded area, and on the local presence of a related variety of industry competences (e.g. energy, chemicals, forestry, agriculture and clean technologies).
The BioF initiative was materialized in 2003, by that time in the shape of a technology park, located at the site of the pulp & paper industry in Örnsköldsvik. Twelve SMEs related to research and development in pulp & paper technologies, chemicals and energy production started collaborating with two large companies specialized in various applications of forest and chemistry-related production. The municipality, the county administration, a regional technology transfer agency and a privately owned funding foundation with its roots in the region’s forest-based industry provided financial support. Over time, linkages to the nearby universities in Luleå and Umeå were established and increasingly formalized. The technology park evolved to a network of related firms and organizations (i.e. an innovation system) distributed over a territory much wider than the boundaries of the city in which it was initiated. A large grant from the Swedish Energy Agency was used to set up a pilot plant for alternative ethanol production, which gradually developed into a platform for several products based on forest- and agriculture-based lignocellulose. This pilot plant, now probably more appropriately referred to as a demonstration facility, has during the first decade of the 2000s been one of the most visible expressions of the niche experiment. A central firm in this pilot plant is a regional producer and developer of ethanol, today considered to be a world leading actor in the field of bioethanol and green chemicals. The pilot plant, the ethanol firm, a small firm specialized in pulp & paper related R&D, a large forestry company, a sector specific industry support initiative, and the regional universities can today be seen as composing the nexus around which the biorefinery initiative evolves.

A decisive moment for BioF came 2008 when VINNOVA (the Swedish Agency for Innovation Systems) launched a second call for regional industry development initiatives called VINNVÄXT. The consortium with representatives from industry, academia and the regional public sector (i.e. the group of actors referred to above as the nexus of the initiative) made a successful application and received a ten year grant. The aim with the project was to become a leading initiative for developing biorefineries based on forest raw material and energy crops by combining historical and current strengths in traditional forestry with new cutting edge knowledge in science based technologies. Active promotion of the interplay between researchers, companies and the political public sector (i.e. triple helix) was set centre stage in the initiative. The grant allowed for expansion in scope as well as scale. One immediate consequence was that the universities became more central actors; one of the regional universities established new professorships located at the industry site. An R&D board with the aim of supporting new development projects in the region was established, with two university professors, the head of R&D at the aforementioned ethanol firm, and the CEO of the pilot plant being responsible for evaluating applications, giving advice to entrepreneurs, and distributing resources for new R&D experiments. The first two years of its existence, the board supported 74 projects with approximately 18 million SEK.
Challenges to new development paths
However, despite this public-private partnership and their efforts to support industry related R&D in the region, there are some major challenges to further development, particularly when it comes to upscaling, i.e. bringing inventions from the R&D lab to commercial production. One such factor can be interpreted as industry related regime factor and has to do with sunk investments in conventional technology and production facilities. Forest-related industries are very capital intensive, and massive resources have already been invested in facilities worldwide drawing on the old technological paradigm. These investments and the competences built up around them implies a structural resistance to alternative technologies since those may create a paradigm shift making the existing facilities less profitable in the long run.

“The fact that the investments are so huge leads automatically to an inertia in the system.”

Also the petrochemical industry (today dominant in both energy and specialty chemicals production worldwide) strongly opposes further development of cellulose based biorefineries for the same reason.

Furthermore, other, more policy related factors can be identified. To achieve profitability, it is expected that a commercial biorefinery (e.g. a full scale version of the pilot plant/demonstration facility referred to above) requires new investments of approximately 3 billion SEK. Combined with the current lack of possibilities to employ premium pricing strategies for green chemicals and energy (i.e. an insufficiently developed market) this raises an urgent need for subsidies from the public sector. While respective subsidies exist in Sweden today, they lack a long term horizon which makes them uncertain and create critical financial liabilities for investors.

“The problem with these systems and regulatory frameworks is that they are almost on one year basis, and this is what limits us. (...) First they subsidize and then they take it away. Ethanol was in for a while, then it was biogas and now it is electric cars. It is impossible to see what is coming as consumer or producer.”

This is a striking illustration of political lockin and a regime-based barrier to new technologies; government policies providing unclear and contradictory signals concerning the needs for carbon reductions and a shift to renewable energy and at what costs such needs should be supported. As a result of this lack of clear future vision investors hesitate and entrepreneurs are reluctant to take the necessary risks. Another, strongly related, barrier to the fulfillment of the aims of BioF has to do with perceived undesirable societal effects of the new technology. In the public opinion, the forest based biorefinery technology is hardly separated from agro based ditto, which implies resistance with reference to the crops for food or fuel debate.
Also within the initiative itself, and in the regional context in which it takes place, there are mechanisms acting as barriers to radical renewal. The place bound historical legacy and current industrial structure is one example. Even if the experiment (materialized in the consortium of BioF) is composed by a fairly large number of independent and relatively young knowledge intensive small and medium sized firms, most of them have their roots in the dominant forest industry or chemical producer in the region. The same is true for a large share of the capital channelized through the private foundation, as well as the large forestry company acting as ‘anchor firm’ in the region. During the period from the late 19th century until the 1970s, they were all part of the same organization. This joint history and alliance with the established industry on the one hand provides stability and alignment of expectations, as well as high degree of cognitive proximity even though they over time have diverged into different fields of specialization. The social networks built up over generations thus provide important conditions enabling knowledge spillovers and interactive learning (within and across sectoral boundaries), and it contributes to giving the actors a unified voice articulating needs and demand. But on the other hand it also contributes to retained path dependence since the activities carried out by actors in this network, though striving for renewal, are ultimately structured by the dominant regime.

The location as such, a peripheral region in the north with, by Swedish standards, less developed transport infrastructure and, up till the last decade, negative migration trends and aging population, implies both benefits and drawbacks to the possibilities for industrial renewal. On the one hand the location is seen as an important (positive) factor behind the development of social networks of firms and individuals. The regional identity is considered strong. This means that knowledge exchange both within and across sectoral boundaries in the region are facilitated by regionally bound social capital and interpersonal trust. On the other hand, this also leads to less integration in national and international networks since the regional actors are strongly focused on intraregional networking and have less access to the outer world. This problem of intraregional lockin however tends to diminish, partly due to the changed ownership structure referred to above and partly as a result of the BioF initiative. Today, the dominant forestry company (i.e. the anchor firm) has been acquired by an Indian MNF, and R&D collaborations have been established between BioF members and universities in other parts of Sweden (Chalmers in Gothenburg, Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, The University for Agricultural Sciences in Uppsala, and Lund University). Another problem with the location which persists though has to do with the relatively weakly developed general knowledge infrastructure (except the strongholds previously referred). One concrete example is the lack of qualified engineers and scientists, as well as staff with management skills. While more centrally located regions can attract such human capital from neighboring regions, this region has to rely largely on own mobilization of resources. While this strategy so far seems to work for handling the current needs of the regional industry, the low degree of immigration obviously leads to challenges with regard to dealing with path dependence and lockin.

Discussion and conclusions
The above analysis conceptualized the BioF initiative as niche strategies aiming to transform the region’s forest related industries into becoming more competitive, resource-efficient and environmentally sustainable through combinatory efforts within the frame of biorefinery technologies. Despite considerable success in terms of developing and implementing novel technologies, process improvements and new product portfolio’s, the initiative’s location in a peripheral ‘old industrial’ region, suffering from organizational and institutional thinness, constitutes, however, potentially important challenges to break path dependence and enter into new path creation.

Endogenous aspects influencing the niche strategies to result in success or failure were identified and addressed. Drawing on private-public partnerships (triple helix), the initiative has contributed to the development of a heterogeneous but stable network of actors (especially in terms of including actors outside the traditional forest-related paper and pulp value chain). An overlap of social and business relations in the network adds (positively) to the alignment (or at least convergence) of expectations and ambitions among the actors around a core set of activities (R&D, piloting new technologies, developing new products from sidestreams), and it contributes to lending the actors a collective voice to raise needs and demands e.g. on institutional transformation. Sector-transcending combinations of knowledge within the network contribute to collective learning processes, both with regard to technology and market. The historically more or less separated cognitive domains of the forest industry on the one hand and the energy and chemicals industries on the other have started to merge, giving rise to new but related knowledge specifically adapted to the emerging field of biorefineries.

In parallel, a range of industry related regime factors were identified. One of those, working both as enabler and outcome of the sector-transcending network development, is the current situation with regard to knowledge complementarities (e.g. related variety) in these industries and in the region. Presence of compatible competences in different but related industrial fields (i.e. forestry, chemicals, energy) made such network formation possible, and the network formation as such further influenced the complementarity. Yet, the situation with regard to functional, cognitive and political lock-in can be seen as regime-based mechanisms retaining path dependence. While the technological challenges which held back renewal in the 1990s in essence have been solved, there are still both functional and political lock-in mechanisms in place. A concrete example is the unclear signals from the public sector with regard to support of transformation processes to sustainability in those sectors. Short-term time horizons in subsidies and regulations, as well as shifting (political) priorities from one year to the next, create major barriers and uncertainty for private investment. Also the persistent attitudes among both manufacturers and consumers, partly related to sunk investments in traditional technology, and partly to a lack of perceived premium value of green technology (thus resulting in less or no willingness to pay more for such products), contributes to lock-in to the traditional value chains of respective industry.

The niche and regime levels must, obviously, be constantly read in the light of the landscape level, which very much determines the conditions of the regime and niche. Concrete examples of such landscape-based enablers and barriers are the oil paradigm in the chemicals industry, the chemistry based paradigm in the forest industry (both working as conserving forces), and the increasingly urgent, globally spread, environmental challenges facing almost all sectors and regions (working as drivers for renewal). Also processes of globalization, strongly influencing both this specific niche experiment and the region in general, should be seen as part of the landscape. Structured in such a stylized way, the case of BioF clearly illustrates the benefits of adopting a multilevel perspective to studies of industrial and regional renewal. It shows that regional niche initiatives clearly have potential in advancing pathbreaking technological and industrial renewal but, at the same time, that important pathreinforcing tendencies persist which often transcend the regional scale. The development and diffusion of biorefinery technologies should be seen as an international process, as it is triggered by different landscape forces of largely global character. Örnsköldsvik with its regional initiative can be seen as fulfilling a pioneering role with regard to this development; however, important barriers to renewal remain present in a wider industry context. Moreover, crucial institutional barriers have been identified within the sphere of supraregional (national, international) jurisdictions.
By way of concluding, we argue that biorefinery represents a very promising new technology for environmentally sustainable and economically efficient production of a range of products, but that institutional conditions are not yet sufficiently developed to allow making use of this potential on a wider level. Institutions are thus bottlenecks, not yet aligned to this new technology. The multilevel perspective to sociotechnical transitions, as adopted in this paper, illustrates this institutional mismatch and helps us specify these system deficiencies in a more precise way. It shows that there is still a lot of insecurity with regard to how new institutions more suitable for biorefery technologies should look, not to mention how they should be achieved and who could/should influence them. As opposed to a onedimensional focus on technological relatedness, mainly addressing supplyside aspects to production and development, the multilevel perspective pays careful attention also to the demand and adoption side. Technology, while often being a necessary condition for industrial and regional renewal, is not sufficient. Institutions remain crucial, and the regional level only embraces a small fragment of the institutional framework that conditions such technological and social renewal and adoption.

There is thus a complex interplay of territorial and nonterritorial, industry specific and general socioeconomic factors that defines the potential of technological and economic path renewal. Given this complexity and the multitude of challenges to be dealt with, policy support initiatives as the one dealt with in this paper (VINNVÄXT, BioF) ought to employ a broad scope and scale, both functionally and geographically. Industry-wise the scope should transcend traditional sector boundaries allowing for true exploitation of related variety without predefined limitations in terms of skills and markets. To achieve this, it might be useful to focus on the knowledge base of activities rather than the outcome in terms of products or processes. Geographywise, such regional initiatives must be aligned with policy agendas also on a national and international scale, not only with regard to focus but also with regard to time horizons.
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